Abstract-Advances in node-level architecture and interconnect technology needed to reach extreme scale necessitate a reevaluation of long-standing models of computation, in particular bulk synchronous processing. The end of Dennard-scaling and subsequent increases in CPU core counts each successive generation of general purpose processor has made the ability to leverage parallelism for communication an increasingly critical aspect for future extreme-scale application performance. But the use of massive multithreading in combination with MPI is an open research area, with many proposed approaches requiring code changes that can be unfeasible for important large legacy applications already written in MPI. This paper covers the design and initial evaluation of an extension of a massive multithreading runtime system supporting dynamic parallelism to interface with MPI to handle fine-grain parallel communication and communication-computation overlap. Our initial evaluation of the approach uses the ubiquitous stencil computation, in three dimensions, with the halo exchange as the driving example that has a demonstrated tie to real code bases. The preliminary results suggest that even for a very well-studied and balanced workload and message exchange pattern, co-scheduling work and communication tasks is effective at significant levels of decomposition using up to 131,072 cores. Furthermore, we demonstrate useful communication-computation overlap when handling blocking send and receive calls, and show evidence suggesting that we can decrease the burstiness of network traffic, with a corresponding decrease in the rate of stalls (congestion) seen on the host link and network.
I. INTRODUCTION
As Dennard-scaling has come to an end and CPU core counts increase in each successive generation of general purpose processor, the ability to leverage parallelism for communication is an increasingly critical aspect for future extreme-scale application performance. For very large scale application code bases, with millions of source lines and validated acceptance measures, minimal code change along the path to future extreme-scale computing systems is a strong requirement, especially for applications already written in MPI. In particular, the U.S. Department of Energy has a multi-billion dollar investment across many years of application development. And while there has been successes when adopting modest on-node parallelism through MPI+OpenMP configurations, the introduction of accelerators and many-core architectures has furthered the need for increased parallel communication processing as well as overlapping communication with computation tasks to hide latency.
Both communication parallelization and computationcommunication overlap are active research areas. Solutions in these areas are important factors in providing good performance on future generation platforms and will need to be addressed in exascale-class system design. This paper describes an approach supporting the increasing levels of parallelism needed to help hide communication latencies, reduce out network resource utilization, and provide opportunities to leverage offloaded networking interfaces, while supporting minimal code change. This paper covers the design and initial evaluation of an extension of an open source low-level task parallel runtime called Qthreads to interface with MPI in support of handling parallel communication and supporting communicationcomputation overlap. Communication calls are handled by context swapping on long-latency events and tasks with communication are naturally co-scheduled with tasks with just computation, subject only to the restrictions of the specified MPI thread safety level. Qthreads is designed to be a target for higher-level APIs, such as OpenMP, C++11 threading, the Chapel high productivity language, and even other task parallel runtimes such as MAESTRO. This means these results are relevant across a variety of parallel programming approaches, especially MPI+OpenMP.
Our initial evaluation examines the performance of miniGhost [1] , a miniapp from the Mantevo suite (mantevo. org). MiniGhost models heat diffusion across a homogeneous three dimensional surface by applying difference stencils, a computation ubiquitous in a broad range of computational science and engineering codes. It has been demonstrated to represent the scaling behavior of full application programs [2] , in particular CTH [3] , a shock and solid dynamics application. CTH provides an important capability for the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and Department of Defense (DoD), and is included in test suites for machine acquisitions, including the recent Trinity/NERSC8 procurement of new leadership class machines for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
Specifically, our work is driven by an implementation of miniGhost that over-decomposes the problem domain into sub-blocks in order to to substantially increase the available parallelism while minimizing the code changes. Each subblock contains a contiguous three dimensional region of the local domain. All work within a time step can be performed independently, providing a high level of parallelism. Subblocks on inter-process boundaries include a "halo exchange" of ghost points, accomplished using MPI functionality. These MPI calls are made from within the tasks, so for highly decomposed domains there are significantly more concurrent MPI calls than available cores.
Preliminary results suggest that even for this wellstudied balanced workload and message exchange pattern, coscheduling of computation and communication is effective at significant levels of decomposition. In particular, we are seeing overlap of computation and communication as well as evidence of a widening temporal use of the node interconnect, resulting in a decrease in the rate of stalls seen on the host link and network.
II. RELATED WORK
We are targeting applications that might benefit from using massive levels of parallelism in future architectures, but want to keep the familiar MPI message-passing model. Therefore, this work focused on the design of an on-node threading runtime that can support over-subscription of direct MPI calls from user-level tasks. The MPI specification [4] was designed to support a high-performance message-passing on super computers [5] , with supporting thread-safe use of MPI as an original concern. And much work has been done to understand how MPI implementations can handle concurrent calls from threads efficiently [6] , [7] , [8] . While the specification defines different levels of thread support, the only level that requires the MPI runtime to manage concurrent calls is the MPI THREAD MULTIPLE support level, and those works are focused at that level. The work presented in this paper instead focuses on the MPI THREAD FUNNELED support level, with a third-party intra-node threading library managing concurrent calls into the MPI runtime.
More recent work has also focused on fundamental scaling issues related to MPI in the exascale time frame [9] , [10] . These works identified issues in terms of scaling of time and memory requirements with respect to number of processes, increasing resilience and fault-tolerance, and support for efficient concurrent communication from multiple threads of each process as particularly important to supporting applications on extreme-scale systems. They also identify mapping ranks to cores as an inherently non-scalable approach on future systems. And collective communication scalability is another major concern. This paper discusses early experiences primarily focused on efficient concurrent communication from large numbers of concurrent calls, specifically from user-level threads (or tasks).
Other parallel approaches are being proposed for MPI that are not task-parallel, such as the MPI endpoints proposal [11] , currently being considered by the MPI Forum, and the MPI+MPI hybrid model proposed in [12] . The endpoints approach focuses on providing an MPI rank and associated MPI matching resources per each thread. Thread local storage issues are managed to keep overhead low. However, the endpoints approach requires the application developer to rewrite some of their code to adapt it to using endpoints. Again, that effort is focused on MPI THREAD MULTIPLE, and this does not directly address MPI THREAD FUNNELED support covered in this paper-though we could make use of efficient MPI THREAD MULTIPLE support in the future. The "MPI+MPI" hybrid model argues for using shared memory spaces between ranks on the same node. This directly addresses the issue of limited memory available to each rank. Though it is not directly concerned with thread safety of the MPI implementation. But it does provide a path to increasing the level parallel communication per node, and the MPIQ system described in this paper could be used within this model.
There has been a long history of work on parallelizing the internals of the MPI runtime [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . And there has even been significant work on directly mapping ranks to threads [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Our work focuses on maintaining the conventional rank-to-process association that is familiar to the application developer. More recently, scalable locking and lock-free strategies for threading the MPI runtime were covered in [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . Others [26] have looked at how to coordinate with a threading runtime to parallelize sections of the MPI implementation. In contrast to these approaches, we are using a coupled thirdparty threading package, so we did not look at locking or parallelization strategies internal to the MPI runtime. Such strategies are already fundamental to the design of Qthreads, and any other multithreading runtime designed for efficient support of millions of cooperative tasks. Their work also directly addressed idleness introduced by moving between single-threaded MPI communication and parallel work phases. This paper does not deal with this issue because we support for MPI calls directly from tasks, treat communication events as long-latency events, and use runtime-managed task swapping to avoid idleness. Specifically, one of the features of the taskparallel implementation described in this paper is the ability to overlap computational tasks with communication ones. The overlapping of computation and communication is a wellresearched topic, as a successful overlapping is a desirable operational state. There are many approaches to overlapping computation with communication [27] , [28] , [29] as well as work on examining the potential for overlap [30] .
There has been prior work on supporting dynamic parallelism and MPI message passing. Cera [31] considered how to support dynamic parallelism using existing MPI constructs for run-time process creation. AMPI [32] , [33] went further by replacing the MPI runtime with the distributed memory task parallel Charm++ runtime [34] . This mapped MPI processes to Charm++ user-level threads, but allowed the programmer to write standard MPI to communicate between parallel tasks. And it explored opportunities when using a robust distributed dynamic runtime like Charm++ as the low-level MPI runtime, such as transparent migration of MPI ranks across nodes in the system. Our work focused on coupling an on-node task parallel runtime with stock MPI implementation and is not nearly as ambitious in scope, which makes it more closely related to previous SMPS [35] and Habanero [36] efforts. However, our work is more limited in focus than either of these two efforts. First, we deliberately avoid imposing a broader task-parallel programming model on the user. For example, in the case of HCMPI, communication is abstracted as tasks, and the user can manage synchronization with finish and phaser constructs; in our approach, communication is just a long-latency event, and the user does not explicitly manage synchronization around those events, beyond what is implied by their choice of MPI call (e.g., blocking MPI Send versus non-blocking MPI Isend). Second, we do not require language extensions or compiler support. Qthreads has been shown to work efficiently with higher-level programming models [37] , [38] so the possibility is not precluded. But we wanted to minimize any re-writing of existing MPI codes to take advantage of special MPI calls. Finally, both of these efforts also focused on using dedicated communication resources. We chose to explore a co-scheduling framework where there are no dedicated communication execution contexts or communication task queues.
III. MPIQ: AN MPI+X IMPLEMENTATION WITH DYNAMIC CO-SCHEDULING OF WORK AND COMMUNICATION
The goal of MPIQ is to provide a runtime that supports existing hybrid MPI+X approaches and provides an evolutionary path towards Exascale computing. The design does not assume any changes to the MPI specification, existing implementations, or the underlying message passing model, nor does it require a specific choice of shared memory programming model to support on-node parallelism. The user does not need to specifically annotate or account for use of MPI calls. And there is no need for a compiler or other translator to map existing applications to the MPIQ interface. In fact, there is no MPIQ interface that the user must use; at the very least, MPIQ will intercept standard MPI calls and be invisible to users. The lack of new API requirements and the ability to work over existing mature implementations means that MPIQ provides a non-disruptive approach that can be used on almost all existing HPC infrastructures.
The implementation is based on Qthreads [39] , an open source low-level C-based runtime that provides efficient userlevel threading (or tasks) on shared memory platforms. Qthreads implements a shared memory work queue model. At the highest level, "workers" virtualize hardware resources and provide the context for executing tasks; they are implemented as Pthreads on modern platforms. Each worker is associated with one work queue that holds tasks that are ready to run, though a work queue may be associated with more than one worker. For example, a default instance of Qthreads on a dualsocket node with AMD Magny-Cours will have one worker pinned to each core and one work queue shared per collection of cores in a NUMA region. Coverage and placement is configurable in terms of numbers of workers and queues, association of workers and queues, and thread pinning. But in the preliminary MPIQ implementation, we use a workstealing scheduler with a one-to-one mapping of workers to task queues.
Qthreads supports cooperatively scheduled user-level tasks with a variety of synchronization mechanisms, including FEBs, task-level collectives, and task teams. This means that once a task begins execution, it cannot be interrupted by the Qthreads runtime and must voluntarily relinquish control, when completing, yielding, or becoming blocked on an data dependency. In the case of yielding, the task is simply removed from the worker and put back in the ready task queue. In the case of a data dependency, Qthreads "blocks" the task until the necessary set of events occurs, and then returns it to a ready queue. This cooperative scheduling is especially important to the design of the system because it means resource usage must be explicity arbitrated by tasks. We cannot assume there is a third party, such as the operating system scheduler, that will intervene in the case of busy looping tasks.
The Qthreads API was designed primarily for systems programming and for use with integrating with other higherlevel models, not for the application developer or domain scientist. This specific choice of runtime already supports multiple high-level programming models. A previous effort used Qthreads as a back-end runtime for OpenMP [38] , [40] by using the ROSE compiler to translate to the XOMP interface. More recent work has begun to support Intel's recently open sourced OpenMP interface. And Qthreads has even proved viable as a back-end for the high-level Chapel productivity language [37] , and as newer C++-based programming models such as Kokkos. The modular structure of Qthreads means that little change to the core infrastructure is required to support these different approaches. In each case, most of the changes have been isolated to the interfaces or scheduling subsystems. The same was true for MPIQ, where there were no API or core changes, and all new code was added as a new mpiq interface. Figure 1 presents a high-level view of how MPI, and possibly OpenMP, in a user application target different interface "shims" provided by Qthreads, and how that relates to the on-node threading and communicaiton implementations. The following sections address the major challenges related to the management of Qthreads' shared memory task parallelism and MPI's messaging passing communication within the context of MPIQ. Much work has been done to provide for thread-safe MPI implementations and usage, so we directly address how MPIQ supports arbitrary calls from task contexts with respect to the different thread-safety levels defined in the standard. Though MPIQ is well suited to support conventional MPI+OpenMP applications, we considered the possibility of future applications that are heavily over-subscribed and how we might avoid deadlock when using relatively small numbers of communication contexts. For those applications that can expose sufficient parallelism, we address the issue of supporting communication and computation overlap when possible. And, finally, we discuss how we balance what is ultimately a heterogeneous workload scheduled over heterogeneous resources.
A. Ensuring Thread-Safety
MPIQ allows the user to make MPI calls from within any task context without explicitly managing where the task is executing or what other tasks are doing. This allows the user the flexibility to write code that is not tied directly to a specific thread-safety level. And they can vary the choice of MPI threading support to find the best match for the specific application, MPI implementation, and platform. But, MPI still requires that threaded applications use the threadsafety levels defined in the specification and they respect the level provided by the MPI implementation at run time. So it is the responsibility of MPIQ to guarantee that the tasks are scheduled in a way that does not conflict with the MPI implementation. In each case, we intercept calls to enforce the specific requirements.
The
Qthreads implementation is inherently threaded, so we consider the three thread-safety levels that can support an application with at least one thread: MPI THREAD FUNNELED, MPI THREAD SERIALIZED, and MPI THREAD MULTIPLE. Each of these choices reflects a trade-off between the application and MPI implementation in terms of managing contention between parallel calls. The MPI THREAD FUNNELED and MPI THREAD SERIALIZED cases place more of the burden on the code developer but allow the MPI implementer to use these restrictions to provide optimizations to the communication code path. MPI THREAD MULTIPLE places the least amount of burden on the user but does burden the MPI implementer with guaranteeing support for all possible concurrent usage. MPIQ was designed to strike a balance between these two by using the dynamic runtime to manage the interplay between an application issuing calls from any execution context with an MPI instance operating in one of the lower safety levels. Specifically, the user can either explicitly set the level using MPI Init thread, or use MPI Init and separate environment variable to control or tune for the thread-safety level.
The MPI specification states that MPI THREAD FUNNELED support requires that each communication operation execute in the same thread (Qthreads worker) that called MPI Init. This limits the number of workers that can make MPI calls to one, and that the specific worker is defined at the time of MPI initialization. Since we intercept the MPI Init call, we can either note the worker ID or actively migrate to a specific work the task before the call. In the preliminary implementation we chose to migrate initialization to a specific worker, namely W 0 . And for subsequent MPI calls, we use the same technique to move a task to W 0 before making the MPI calls. This guarantees that all MPI calls occur on in the same correct thread context. MPI THREAD SERIALIZED thread support allows for MPI calls to be made from any thread context, but requires the user to guarantee that no two calls overlap. This level increases the number of workers that can make MPI calls so that we do not require task migration, or even coordination with the worker that initialized the MPI library. Since workers operate autonomously in Qthreads as independent execution streams, any shared memory mutual exclusion algorithm could be used to coordinate calls between workers. For example, workers could use atomic CAS with a shared variable "token" to arbitrate concurrent calls. Or workers could use a shared fullempty bit location so that concurrent calls would be queued and scheduled by the runtime in an event-driven manner. Either scheme would be sufficient guarantee that calls are not concurrent.
Finally, MPI THREAD MULTIPLE places the least burden on the user, and MPIQ since MPI calls can occur in any thread context and they can be made concurrently. This means all workers can make MPI calls and that MPIQ does not need to provide migration or mutual exclusion. As might be expected, MPIQ does not make any effort to arbitrate MPI calls. But, as with the other two methods, we have not accounted for either relative ordering of concurrent calls or effects of blocking calls when the number of parallel calls exceeds the number of workers that can handle them. This is specifically addressed in the next section on avoiding deadlocks.
B. Avoiding Deadlock
A dynamic task scheduler can introduce non-deterministic ordering of concurrent MPI calls, and when the number of such calls exceeds the amount of parallel communication resources, there is potential for live and dead locking. In order to avoid deadlock from reordering and resource starvation MPIQ uses either cooperative task swapping around non-blocking calls or off-load for blocking calls. Non-blocking MPI calls in the application code are not actively managed, as MPI guarantees they will return control back to the worker in a bounded amount of time. But blocking calls in the application must be actively managed.
When there is no non-blocking equivalent for a blocking call, MPIQ uses the I/O subsystem built into Qthreads. This off-load capability can map the task to an auxiliary Pthread in a way that preserves the task semantics but allows for it to be scheduled independently by the OS. Now the task can call a blocking library call without preventing a worker from moving on to process other tasks. This approach does suffer from potential performance issues because it can lead to Qthreads creating more Pthreads than cores. This is a particular concern when running with one worker per core, since the auxiliary thread would necessarily hold up a worker thread during its time slice of the core. Though we suspect the impact could be mitigated by leaving some number of cores unused-which might be beneficial in general-or by dynamically adjusting the number of workers in response to blocking events.
When a blocking MPI calls has a non-block equivalent, that version is used. But, in this case, MPIQ must manage the completion of the event. This is done using a combination of MPI test, probe, or wait calls, and Qthread yielding or blocking capabilities. This approach also guarantees that other tasks can be processed while the "blocking" call is in progress.
In the next section we discuss more details of how these converted calls are managed to exploit the long latency events for potential overlap of communication and computation. In MPIQ, an MPI call delineates two units of local, otherwise uninterrupted, work and the runtime must be able to exploit the opportunity to proceed with executing other available work during these long-latency events. (Figure 2 depicts the possible decoupled execution phases interrupted by long-latency events.) As mentioned in the previous section, when possible, blocking calls are converted to non-blocking work. After the non-blocking call returns MPIQ removes the task from the worker to schedule the next ready task. This opportunity of overlap is a natural side-effect of using a task parallel runtime. But MPIQ must still manage the event completion, either with a polling or event-driven mechanism.
C. Managing Long-Latency Events
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As mentioned before, conventional busy-waiting inside a task will prevent a worker from swapping to other work during long-latency events. For this reason, busy waiting should only be used to provide some small bounded amount of latency, and cannot be used to wait for a non-blocking request handle. Instead, we use a naive polling strategy that includes a task yield call in the polling loop. The task checks on the status of the request and, if not satisfied, calls yield to allow other work to be executed. The task is still in a ready-to-run state and will eventually be scheduled to repeat the loop, until the request is satisfied. This guarantees that the MPI implementation makes progress and lets other work overlap the communication. This approach does have the potential drawback of introducing more scheduling overhead because the task will be swapped in and out each time it polls for completion. We plan to investigate additional approaches for managing the trade-off between this approach and an event-driven approach, possibly incorporating timing data, prioritization, or scheduled polling events.
An event-driven implementation could associate the request handle with a blocked task so that the task would be rescheduled as ready to run immediately when the request was satisfied. The full-empty bit construct can support this type of coordinated execution. But the approach will incur overhead costs in terms of internal management of the FEB infrastructure, and the management of the association between request handles and FEB locations. And it will also require some out-of-band progress engine that will continually poll for completion of requests and "fill" the associate FEB locations, since MPIQ makes no other effort to progress MPI. This could be done within the runtime either as an additional task, a separate Pthread. The latter is the preferred method of other approaches, but the former would be a logical approach given the available task management support. Ultimately, this type of approach would benefit from connection to matching events inside MPI. We are exploring such an approach using the Portals4 communication API that could form the basis of such an approach in an MPI implementation, though that work is still on-going. Altogether the capabilities discussed so far provide an opportunity for overlapping communication and computation, but the consideration must still be made for how work is scheduled in order for it to support such results.
D. Balancing Heterogeneous Workload and Resources
The MPIQ approach introduces irregularity in both the size of basic local work units and the work throughput potential of independent execution contexts. Tasks are imbalanced because they can contain arbitrarily long-latency events that split the task across two or more scheduling events. The result is that the runtime must manage scheduling an evolving collection of work units of different lengths and different dependencies (Figure 2 depicts such a scenario with multiple task queues that two different task types in no discernible pattern.) Furthermore, as was discussed earlier, the thread-safety level of the underlying MPI implementation can constrain the number of workers that can make communication calls. Even when all cores can make calls, it is possible for MPIQ to be configured for a hybrid approach that only uses a subset of workers for calls to manage contention in MPIQ or MPI, message rates, or some other aspect of resource utilization. This results in a heterogeneous queueing system where some workers are dedicated only to processing local work and can maintain a higher throughput, while others will incur messaging overheads.
We balance these requirements by co-scheduled tasks with a bi-modal scheduling policy. All tasks start off as "normal" tasks, but are classified as "calling" tasks during communication events. Each worker follows a simple process of pulling ready tasks from its queue whenever the current task that is executing yields, blocks, or finishes. If there is no ready task, the worker attempts to steal ready tasks from other workers. Normal tasks are always available to be stolen and can end up executing anywhere on the system. Calling tasks follow a different scheduling policy that restricts their movement to workers that can make MPI calls. While such a task is waiting for completion of a call, it will not be available to be stolen. Once it has finished the call, it could be made available to the work stealing mechanism again. Note that this does not prevent pure work tasks from being scheduled on communication-capable workers, hence the co-scheduling of work and communication tasks extends even to arbitrary work queues.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A broad range of computational science and engineering application programs are implemented in terms of finite difference or finite volume formulations. The fundamental computation, known as a "stencil", involves a reduction of neighboring values at each grid point in the discretized domain. The algorithmic structure of these stencils maps naturally to to the Bulk Synchronous Parallel programming model (BSP [41] ), arguably the dominant model for implementing high performance parallel scientific applications. On distributed memory parallel processing architectures, these stencil computations require data from neighboring processes. This inter-process communication is typically abstracted into some sort of functionality that may be loosely described as boundary exchange (also called ghost-exchange or halo-exchange). As widely-available distributed architectures focused node interconnect performance on bandwidth (relative to latency), code developers often aggregated data from various structures into single messages [42] . Although many such applications have continued to perform well even up to peta-scale [43] , [44] , the situation appears to be changing with the push to exascale [45] , [46] .
Our initial evaluation of the approach described in this paper targets these ubiquitous computations, using miniGhost [1] , a miniapp from the Mantevo suite (mantevo.org). MiniGhost models heat diffusion across a homogenous three dimensional surface by applying difference stencils. It has been demonstrated to represent the scaling behavior of full application programs [47] , in particular CTH [3] , a shock and solid dynamics application. This CTH code represents an important capability for the U.S. National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and Department of Defense (DoD). And has been used in the test suites of significant machine acquisitions, including the recent Trinity/NERSC8 procurement of new leadership class machines for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
It is this very large scale of application code base (over one million source lines) and validated acceptance that drives our focus mandating minimal change to the application that is already written in MPI. In particular, the DOE has a multibillion dollar investment across many years of application development. Therefore, our efforts have an over-arching goal of leveraging the existing code base, requiring only minimal changes.
Our work with miniGhost maintains the general form of the implementation while significantly, but flexibly, reducing its granularity. An initialization step defines the blocks and their ordering. For miniGhost, this is simply an offset into the local domain, followed by a random ordering of the blocks designed to spread out the communication requests. However, additional orderings, defined, for example, in terms of a directed acylclic graph (DAG), perhaps informed by some known workload characterization, could be inserted. The code developer now has a higher level view of the computation, looping over sets of grid points defined by the blocks, with the actual computation and communication code remaining the same (with the exception of the new indexing set).
A task-parallel programming model over-decomposes the domain that has been assigned to a set of cores sharing memory, allowing a dynamic runtime system to schedule blocks to a set of processing cores spanning a shared memory region. This approach maintains the basic form of these operations, allowing computation and communication requirements to be included in the same task, but with the individual task workloads significantly reduced. Here, when a communication event reaches a blocking state, the task may be swapped out, allowing another task to be swapped in. When that task completes, or is itself swapped out while blocking on a communication event, another task may be swapped in, and so on. The version of miniGhost used in this evaluation uses blocking MPI Send and MPI Recv calls and relies on the underlying threading and communication runtime to manage concurrent MPI calls, potentially well over the number of cores available to the process. For a high enough level of overdecomposition, most tasks will require computation only, and thus quickly complete. At some point, the communicationblocked task is swapped back in and its work continues. The amount of over-decomposition, defined by the size of the subblocks, is chosen to balance processor capabilities, memory hierarchies, node interconnect capabilities, and the runtime scheduling system's ability to manage the tasks. We abbreviate this task parallel over-decomposition programming model as TPOD.
While miniGhost operates on a uniform grid, similar computations that operate on dynamic and unstructured grids should provide significantly greater opportunities for this approach. For example, Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) focuses attention on regions of the domain where greater resolution is needed to expose the physical behavior being models. Significantly more complex, the natural load balancing provided by fine-grained tasking should be even more profitable. In this sense, our evaluation with the more regularly-structured miniGhost effectively represents a baseline for improvements, and in future work we will apply our methods to miniAMR (as well as other application domains).
In this paper we present results from runs using miniGhost with task-parallel over-decomposition on two Cray XE6 series HPC systems. Cielo [48] is a large-scale resource hosted at Los Alamos National Laboratory with 8,944 compute nodes. We were able to get dedicated time on this machine to perform high-end scaling runs from 4,096 to 131,072 cores (256 to 8,192 nodes). Muzia is a small-scale testbed hosted at Sandia National Laboratories that uses the same hardware and software stack as Cielo. This system was used for the low-end runs, up to 256 cores, due to its higher availability. Both systems use Cray's custom Gemini 3-D torus interconnect. The Gemini network is shared, making network traffic smoothing an essential approach to avoid large-scale network congestion and minimize inter-job interference. Both systems run a standard software stack. The computing environment was set using module PrgEnv-intel/4.2.34, which includes the Intel icc compiler version 14.0.02 (using -O3 -fast) and the Cray MPI implementation cray-mpich/7.0.1.
The Cray XE6 series compute nodes have two eight-core AMD Magny-Cours processors. Each Magny-Cours has two separate NUMA memory regions with 8 GB of 1,333 MHz DDR3, connected with HyperTransport 3.0. Each region hosts four processing cores, each with dedicated 64 KB L1 data cache and 512 KB L2 cache, and shared 6 MB L3. This gives a combined 32 GB of memory per node.
For all runs, we mapped one MPI rank onto each of the four NUMA region on the node, with memory binding used to make sure each rank only used local memory. This meant that we did not need to worry about locality issues within a rank, or with multiple ranks contending for the same memory controllers. Within the MPI rank process, we initialized Qthreads with one worker (Pthread) pinned to each of the four cores. Each worker had its own local work queue. And work stealing was used to balance available work when necessary. MPI THREAD FUNNELED support was required for the MPI implementation. In order to focus on characterizing the ability 1. to overlap communication and computation and 2. to smooth out use of the network over time, we constrained the application to initialize MPI on worker W 0 and to spawn blocks with communication to W 0 . This had the effect of eliminating the need for Qthreads to migrate tasks to W 0 when encountering communication, though it does have to pay the cost of checking whether to migrate. We plan to investigate the more general usage model with migration and also different levels of MPI thread support in future work.
The following sections evaluate this runtime management of over-decomposed miniGhost in terms of traditional weak scaling out 131,072 cores (Sec. IV-A), communicationcomputation overlap (Sec. IV-B), and impact on network utilization (Sec. IV-C).
A. Weak Scaling
We begin the analysis of runtime management of concurrent MPI calls by looking at the weak scaling potential for the over-decomposed version of miniGhost. Previous work [49] has shown that miniGhost exhibits good weak scaling up to very high core counts. In the context of this work, we are concerned with how the level of decomposition affects scaling. The local problem sizes were constructed such that block sizes were multiples of cache lines, and the local, per rank, domain size was close to 720 3 . That meant that for each run a rank was using nearly 6 GB, or 75%, of its available memory to store the problem domain. This led to slight discrepancies in the local domain size between runs. So we normalized the mean total run time by computing grind time-stencil points per second-and then multiplying back out for a 720 3 local domain at that rank count. Figure 3 shows weak scaling results when using 32 to 131,072 cores. Each panel shows scaling for a different number of blocks. Runs on 32 to 256 cores were done on the smaller Muzia testbed and runs from 4,096 to 131,072 cores were done on the Cielo system. Weak scaling is not good for the low-end runs from 32 to 256 cores. But it does appear to get better for the high-end runs from 4,096 to 131,072 cores. We look forward to collecting the missing middle of the scaling range with more dedicated time on the Cielo system. But these results are still encouraging in that the runtime is able to manage the task level decomposition in a way that does not prevent scaling to high core counts. In order to investigate the effects of decomposition (i.e., increasing numbers of tasks and messages, decreasing message sizes) we show the same data again in Figure 4 with total run time plotted as a function of number of blocks. This time, each panel shows scaling for a different number of cores. In all cases, run time initially decreases with decomposition, before increasing again at relatively high decomposition levels. This "saddle" shape becomes more pronounced with higher core counts. Unfortunately, the data set is incomplete for the 65,536 and 131,072 cores runs. Yet, again, the results suggest that this early implementation can support application decomposition, out to hundreds or even thousands of tasks, over four cores. We suspect that much of the performance degradation for large block counts is attributable to attempting to use too finegrained tasks. But we have not explored these issues in detail, partly because we are not expecting applications to be able to exploit such extreme decomposition of workload.
B. Computation and Communication Overlap
In order to evaluate the communication/computation overlap potential of this approach, the total communication time seen by each task was measured. That is the time from just before the application calls the blocking MPI Send until just after the call returns. Overlapping communication with computation Number of blocks Ratio of elapsed comm. to run time can occur by leveraging non-blocking communication calls and performing useful work (stencil computation or other communication) while communication tasks are ongoing. TPOD is communication overlap friendly in that it provides an oversubscribed number of tasks with minimal inter-task dependencies. That provides the task-parallel runtime opportunities to swap tasks while long-latency communication is occurring. TPOD provides MPI progress through its support of multiple communcation tasks. Even with a single communication task in the queue, progress will be made as it is swapped in. While TPOD does not require asynchronous progress mechanisms, the approach is compatible with both onloaded progression threads as well as hardware that can provide MPI communication progress. this makes TPOD capable of leveraging computation/communication overlap whether is is provided via an asynchronous progression method (either offloaded or onloaded) or not. While the actual overlap percentage cannot be calculated with the available measurements, we compute the ratio of total elapsed communication time to total run time. This ratio can help us understand and examine the potential for overlap to occur.
In all cases the MPIQ system achieves a ratio greater than 1, indicating that there is at least some overlap. Figure 5 shows the effect of increasing number of cores for different block sizes. The level of overlap ratio decreases as the number of cores increases for a given number of blocks. Interestingly, the rate of decrease becoming more pronounced for larger numbers of blocks, but the lower bound on the ratio improves from 2.0 to 6.8. And if we look at the effect on overlap when varying the number of blocks for a given scale of run ( Figure 5) , we see that the ratio increases along with the level of decomposition. This is possibly due to the random task spawn ordering, coscheduling of tasks with and without communication, and the work-stealing scheduler. In this case, message size and pertask workload are decreasing along with the number of blocks. This means that there are potentially more pure-computation tasks interspersed between communication tasks, and it will take longer for those tasks near the front of the queue to be stolen. Therefore the one core that is issuing communication could be doing more work that could have eventually been processed by another worker. In the future we plan to study strategies for avoiding such work when there are other tasks with communication available.
From these results we see that we can achieve overlap while managing over-subscribed MPI calls. But further profiling is needed to better understand how the relationship between the level of decomposition and the scale of run effects overlap potential.
Number of cores Host link stalls/byte 
C. Reduced Network Congestion
We measured the time between starting sends to characterize the ability of the runtime to spread communication events. Time between sends was measured for each MPI Send call and accumulated in a histogram capturing a one second interval at millisecond granularity. So bins from 0 to 1,023 each represent 1 millisecond of time, and bin 1,024 is the "catch all" bin for all sends that occurred greater than or equal to one second after the previous send. The data were collected for each rank for a particular run. The percentage of sends per bin across the entire application was computed as the sum of counts in a given bin across all ranks divided by the total number of sends for the run. Figure 7 shows the distribution of time between sends when the local domain is decomposed into 1,331 blocks, for 32, 64, 128, and 256 core runs. The increase in scale corresponds to an increase in the smoothing-out of communication. The same effect is seen in Figure 8 , which shows the distribution of time between sends when using 256 cores (64 ranks) and the level of decomposition ranges from 1 to 729,000 blocks. It can be observed that as the number of blocks increases, communication is better spread out in time, with more and longer gaps occurring than with smaller numbers of blocks. This demonstrates that the decomposition is having a desirable impact upon network burstiness by distributing network communication over longer time periods instead of having highly synchronized bursty traffic. Less bursty traffic means that the instantaneous load on the network can be reduced, resulting in a traffic pattern that is more manageable on shared networks. This better manageability is enabled by having steady traffic over a longer period, instead of short-duration spikes in network demand that must be accommodated.
We also measured network stalls using Gemini counters on Cielo to better understand the change in network congestion with respect to block decomposition. The results use 16 3 , 32 3 , 64 3 , 128 3 , and 256 3 block sizes so that message size scales down with level of domain decomposition. Figure 9 show average stalls per byte on the host link. As we scale up the number of cores, the number of stalls per byte on the host link increases. However, the stalls per byte ratio decreases with increasing numbers of blocks. This is seen for all scales from 4,096 to 131,072 cores, and is particularly clear in Figure 10 . Network-level stalls per byte show a similar, though less pronounced, trend in Figures 11 and 12 . These results seem to indicate that increasing blocks correlates to decreasing network congestion, potentially due to decreasing burstiness of communication over the network, as indicated by the spreading out of time between sends.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented an approach for tightly integrating MPI events with a massive multithreading runtime system, with minimal impact on on existing MPI applications as a driving goal. We extended an open source low-level task parallel runtime called Qthreads to interface with stock MPI implementations. We explored these ideas within the context of an over-decomposition implementation of miniGhost [1] , a miniapp from the Mantevo suite (mantevo.org) shown to represent the scaling behavior of complex full application codes. And with very little change to the code, and executing at very large processor counts (131,072), we demonstrated the viability of our approach, observing significant overlap of computation and communication, and perhaps more importantly, a widening temporal use of the node interconnect.
Our immediate plans call for examining hybrid MPI+X with other applications to demonstrate its utility in a broader application-space through exploration of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) codes. AMR is a strategy for focusing attention on areas of intensive activity in computational science and engineering applications while still constraining the overall workload. This comes at the cost of added complexity, including more challenging computational and communication patterns. AMR provides a naturally changing workload that can, in a strong sense, be viewed and managed as domain over-decomposition.
